
QI wireless charger with stand for smartphones, earphones and Apple
Watches
SKU: TEWIRDESKQIMFI3IN1

Charge your compatible devices with the wireless charger quickly and easily

3-IN-1 CHARGER FOR ALL YOUR COMPATIBLE DEVICES

You no longer need so many different chargers: with the QI wireless 3-in-1 charger  you can use just one to charge your
smartphone, your TWS AirPods and your Apple Watch, all at the same time. Bring your devices close to the  10W fast
charging base and just like that you can start charging. The ideal solution for fully charging all your favourite devices.

WORKS WITH...
The 3-in-1 charger supports all Apple, Samsung, Xiaomi, Huawei, Oppo smartphones and many others compatible with wireless
charging, due to the  IQ protocol, the wireless power standard.

If your smartphone is compatible, you can charge it with no wires in the way.

MADE FOR APPLE WATCH CERTIFICATION

This charging stand is Made For Apple Watch certified, i.e.  it meets the performance standards required by Apple  for
charging its smartwatch series 4, 5, SE, 6 and 7.

ADS TECHNOLOGY FOR SAFE CHARGING
ADS (Automatic Detection System)  technology recognises the device's power needs to prevent overheating. Charging couldn't
be easier with the automatic power regulator that will set itself at the performance levels supported by your device (type of
devices supported with 5/7.5/10W power). This feature is particularly suitable for  iPhones requiring a 7.5W power supply.



Charging has never been easier! 

PRACTICAL AND FUNCTIONAL
The 3-in-1 QI wireless charger is ideal for everyday use and for any environment. At home on your bedside table or at work
on your desk, the compact and modern design is fully adaptable. The stand function also allows you to use the accessory to look
at photos, video tutorials or comfortably take part in video calls, while keeping your phone on charge. Thanks to the 5W USB-A
socket on the back of the base, you can also recharge an additional device with one of your own cables.

Key features:

stand function to keep the phone in an upright position
power: 10W
Made For Apple Watch certification (series 4, 5, SE, 6 and 7)
QI compatibility protocol, allowing wireless delivery of energy and automatic detection of the absorbable power
Automatic Detection System (ADS) technology to automatically recognise the power needs of the 5/7.5/10W device
5W USB-A socket on the back of the base
compatible with Android, Samsung, Apple, Huawei, Oppo and Xiaomi phones and many others suitable for wireless
charging
compatible with TWS earphones suitable for wireless charging and Apple AirPods

Contents include:

1 QI Wireless 3-in-1 charger with stand for smartphones, earphones and Apple Watches
1 power cable with USB-A to USB-C connector for the charger
1 instruction manual
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Technical data
Input current: Quick Charge 5VDC 3A/9VDC 2A/12VDC 1.5A (Type-C)  
Transmission distance: Up to 5mm  
Suited for: Apple AirPods, Apple Watch, Smartphone  
Technology: ADS (Automatic Detection System), QI technology  
Charging type: Fast  
Power connector: Type-C  
Wireless Output: 10W  
Included accessories: 1 USB-C power cable, User manual  
Color: white  
EAN: 8018417405914  
SKU: TEWIRDESKQIMFI3IN1  
Maximum output power: 10 WATT  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 70 mm  
Width Pack: 200 mm  
Depth Inner: 470 mm  
Height Pack: 200 mm  
Weight Pack: 380 g  
Width Inner: 220 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 480 mm  
Height Inner: 220 mm  
Weight Inner: 2475 g  
Width Master: 450 mm  
Amount Master: 24  
Height Master: 450 mm  
Weight Master: 10720 g  
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